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PRONUNCIATION GUIDE
My preferred romanisation is pinyin, but Wade-Giles is equally acceptable. Each represents the same pronunciation of Chinese characters, but it spells the pronunciations differently. In Wade-Giles the hyphens separate syllables from each other and each syllable represents one Chinese character. Eg. Ma-wang-tui.
Wade-Giles uses apostrophes to mark aspiration or voicing; in other words, a hard consonant rather than a soft one. Pinyin uses different letters, not apostrophes. In both cases, the sounds are arranged in groups.

	Pinyin	PRONUNCIATION	Wade-Giles
	 INITIALS (these are all consonants, and this first set must take finals)
	B	>	b	as in borrow	<	P
	P	>	p	as in pump	<	P’ (note apostrophe)
	M	>	m	as in maybe	<	M
	F	>	f	as in four	<	F

	D	>	d	as in door	<	T
	T	>	t	as in tent	<	T’ (note apostrophe)
	N	>	n	as in next	<	N
	L	>	l	as in late	<	L

	G	>	g	as in goat	<	K
	K	>	k	as in kirk	<	K’ (note apostrophe)
	H	>	h	like ch in loch	<	H

	J 	>	j	as in jingo	<	Ch
	Q	>	ch	as in chicken	<	Ch’ (note apostrophe)
	X	>	sh	as in ship	<	Hs
If you really want to pronounce the previous three correctly, put the tip of your tongue behind your lower gum and keep it there while you try to say the sounds above!  Examples: Jin, Qin, Xin (W-G: Chin, Ch’in, Hsin)
NB: Ji, Qi, Xi – here the final ‘i’ is an ee sound  (Wade-Giles: Chi, Ch’i, Hsi).

	INITIALS (this second set do not always take finals)
	Zh	>	g	as in gerrymander	<	Ch
	Ch	>	ch	as in church	<	Ch’ (note apostrophe)
	Sh	>	sh	as in shop	<	Sh
	R	>	rr	as in grr	<	J
For these four, you can achieve correct pronunciation by curling your tongue up to touch the front of the roof of your mouth, and holding it there while trying to say the sounds above.
Examples: Zhang, Chang, Shang, Rang (W-G: Chang, Ch’ang, Shang, Jang).
NB: Zhi, Chi, Shi, Ri – in these cases the final ‘i’ is silent, or rather, more like a r sounds with no intervening vowel  (W-G: Chih, Ch’ih, Shih, Jih).

	Z	>	dz	soft as in Russian!	<	Ts (or Tz when no final)
	C	>	ts	hard as in tsar	<	Ts’ (or Tz’ when no final)
	S	>	ss	hard as in missed	<	Ss or S (depending on final)

			FINALS (these include all the vowel sounds)
	a	>	a	as in baa baa black sheep	<	a
	o	>	or	as in warfare	<	o (must have initial)
	e	>	er	as in pretender	<	o (depending on initial)
	ie	>	yeah	as in oh yeah	<	ieh (or yeh if no initial)
	ai	>	aye	as in aye aye sir	<	ai
	ei	>	a	as in pay	<	ei
	ao	>	au	as in ow, that hurt	<	ao
	ou	>	oh	as in oh, did it?	<	ou
	an	>	an	as in can	<	an
	en	>	’n	as in heaven	<	en
	ang	>	ang	as in bang	<	ang
	er	>	er	as in arrest	<	erh
	i (or yi if no initial)	>	ee	as in meek	<	i
	u	>	u	as in put (N England)	<	u
			oo	as in book (S England)
	ü	>	ü	as in German führer	<	ü
Note:	-ian	>	–ien    as in Sienna (no ‘a’ sound)	<	-ien
Examples: Tian, Jian, Xian  (W-G: T’ien, Chien, Hsien). 

